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Re: IEEE 802.16j-07/013: “Call for Technical Comments Regarding IEEE Project 802.16j” 

Abstract This contribution proposes extra fields in RS_path-REQ message for transparent RS and semi-

transparent RS to perform path selection within a Virtual Group during network entry. 

Purpose Text proposal for 802.16j Baseline Document 

Notice This document has been prepared to assist IEEE 802.16. It is offered as a basis for discussion 

and is not binding on the contributing individual(s) or organization(s). The material in this 

document is subject to change in form and content after further study. The contributor(s) 

reserve(s) the right to add, amend or withdraw material contained herein. 

Release The contributor grants a free, irrevocable license to the IEEE to incorporate material contained in 

this contribution, and any modifications thereof, in the creation of an IEEE Standards 

publication; to copyright in the IEEE’s name any IEEE Standards publication even though it may 

include portions of this contribution; and at the IEEE’s sole discretion to permit others to 

reproduce in whole or in part the resulting IEEE Standards publication. The contributor also 

acknowledges and accepts that this contribution may be made public by IEEE 802.16. 

Patent 

Policy and 

Procedures 

The contributor is familiar with the IEEE 802.16 Patent Policy and Procedures 

<http://ieee802.org/16/ipr/patents/policy.html>, including the statement "IEEE standards may 

include the known use of patent(s), including patent applications, provided the IEEE receives 

assurance from the patent holder or applicant with respect to patents essential for compliance 

with both mandatory and optional portions of the standard." Early disclosure to the Working 

Group of patent information that might be relevant to the standard is essential to reduce the 

possibility for delays in the development process and increase the likelihood that the draft 
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publication will be approved for publication. Please notify the Chair 

<mailto:chair@wirelessman.org> as early as possible, in written or electronic form, if patented 

technology (or technology under patent application) might be incorporated into a draft standard 

being developed within the IEEE 802.16 Working Group. The Chair will disclose this 

notification via the IEEE 802.16 web site <http://ieee802.org/16/ipr/patents/notices>. 
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Comment to RS network entry 

Introduction 

We propose extra fields in RS_path-REQ message for transparent RS and semi-transparent RS to perform path 

selection within a Virtual Group during network entry. The (semi)transparent RS shares the same preamble with 

other access stations. So, another mechanism is required to ensure that the RS won’t go into “network entry loop”, 

which is described below. 

1) RS starts RS network entry by scanning for downlink channel 

2) RS establishes downlink synchronization 

3) RS performs initial ranging with random IR code 

4) RS follows MS network entry procedures 

5) RS is identified as 16j relay at SBC message exchanges stage 

6) MR-BS requires RS to change its attaching access station by sending RS_path-REQ message due to the 

routing optimization, the policy or hop count limit. 

7) RS performs Path Selection, then go to 2) 

Since the MR-BS cannot identify the re-entry (semi)transparent RS due to the fact that the RS acquires another 

random IR code, the loop between 2) to 7) will be repeated. The situation cannot be resolved by allowing the RS 

into operational state because the RS might not be operational due to the hop count limit.  

Therefore, we propose to add a dedicated ranging code into RS_path-REQ message to resolve above problem for 

transparent and semi-transparent RS, such that MR-BS is able to identify the RS performing periodical ranging and 

find a proper attaching access station. 

According to the proposed text in IEEE 80216j-07/311, we propose the following changes. 
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Proposed text changes 

 

Table XXX. RS_path-REQ message format. 

 
Syntax Size Notes 

RS_path request format {   

  Management message type = 67 8 bits  

Path_REQ_Type 8 bits 0: RS network re-entry 

1: RS movement with same preamble 

2 - 255 : reserved 

If (Path_REQ_Type = 0){ - - 

Preamble Index 8 bits Preamble Index of the access station the RS shall attach to. 

RS network re-entry optimization 8 bits For each bit location, a value of ‘0’ indicates the associated 

reentry management messages is required, a value of ‘1’ 

indicates the reentry management message is omitted.  

Bit #0: Omit SBC-REQ/RSP management messages if set to ‘1’ 

Bit #1: Omit PKM Authentication phase except TEK phase if set 

to ‘1’. 

Bit #2: Omit PKM TEK creation phase if set to ‘1’. 

Bit #3: Omit REG-REQ/RSP management if set to ‘1’. 

Bit #4: Omit neighbor station measurement report if set to ‘1’. 

Bit #5: Omit path selection phase if set to ‘1’  

Bit #6: Omit relay station operational parameter configuration if 

set to ‘1’ 

Bit #7: Reserved 

} else { - - 

Lifetime of dedicated code 8 bits Lifetime of dedicated ranging code (unit: frame) 

Dedicated ranging code 8 bits Dedicated CDMA ranging code for RS 

} - - 

}   

 

Lifetime of dedicated ranging code 

The lifetime, in unit of frame, of the dedicated CDMA ranging code referred to time that RS receiving 

RS_path-REQ message. If the value is zero (0), it means the lifetime is infinite (∞). 

Dedicated CDMA ranging code 

The dedicated CDMA ranging code assigned to RS to perform periodical ranging process with transparent 

RS system. MR-BS identifies the RS via dedicated ranging code and re-selects the designated access station 

the RS shall attach to. 

If a RS receiving another RS_path-REQ message before the old dedicated code expired, RS should replace 

the old information (code and life-time) by the new one. 

 

 


